
Bench  

Ramo Work introduces an elegant, sophisticated domestic look into any office environment. Using beauti-
fully detailed solid timber uprights on the leg frames, Ramo Work has been developed to provide a viable 
alternative to ‘all steel’ desk and bench solutions.

Ramo Work can be fitted with sliding top bridges as an option, and the beams support an optional large 
capacity central drop-down cable tray which provides excellent cable management.

Desk

INFO

DIMENSIONS

     Width                        Depth   

1000-1200           1200-1600

  700-800             1000-2200

Ramo Range 

Ramo Work



4 Legged  

8 Legged   1600-5400             800-2200

Ramo Meet is a modular meeting/boardroom table system. The slim profile of the connecting rails         
increases knee space around the entire perimeter of the tabletop. 
 
Cleverly designed intermediate legs provide support on long spans and assist when splicing together 
multiple table tops. Ramo Meet is available in 4, 6 and 8 legged configurations.

6 Legged                                 

INFO

DIMENSIONS

     Width                        Depth   

 800-2200              800-2200

1200-4000             800-2200

Ramo Range 

Ramo Meet



3 Legged coffee table base              

4 Legged rectangular coffee table base                975                    475                      430                  W 1000-1200 / D 500-600

4 Legged table - small                   575                    575                      715                                 Ø800-1000

4 Legged bar height table                                        839                    839                     1075                                Ø800

4 Legged table - large                   855                    855                      715                                 Ø1200-1600

3 Legged table base                   671                    671                      715                                 Ø800-1000

Ramo One combines simplicity and elegance in design with the warmth and natural ambience of high 
finish solid oak. 
 
The Ramo One family offers the full versatility of both 3 and 4 legged versions available in 3 different 
heights, perfect for breakout or collaborative areas. Soft-sleeve fabric cable riser as an optional accessory.

4 Legged square coffee table base                                

INFO

DIMENSIONS
(Base Only)

     Width                      Depth                      Height            Example of table tops dimensions 

      527                     527                      430                                 Ø600

      580                     580                      430                                 Ø800

Ramo Range 

Ramo One



Bench

Tall  Stool                                                   518                     382                     830                 

The Ramo Sit family has been designed as a simple collection of seating to complement Ramo One and 
Ramo Meeting ranges of timber legged table frames. 
 
All Ramo Sit stools and benches have a luxury seat pad and optional fabric covered button with beautiful-
ly finished solid oak legs, connected by cleverly designed steel components to create stunning pieces fit 

Low Stool                               

INFO

DIMENSIONS

     Width                      Depth                      Height            

      1180                    407                     500                           

       407                     407                     500                             

Ramo Range 

Ramo Sit


